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Abstract— Customized archwires are demanded in the lingual
orthodontic treatment for patients suffering from malocclusion.
Traditionally, these archwires could only be bent by experienced
orthodontists manually. This pattern requires a specialized
skills training and occupies long charside time, but still cannot
ensure the accuracy of appliances. Therefore, a novel robotic
system was developed for automatic and accurate preparation
in our study. First, the implementation of hardware system
was designed. Second, a modular and ROS-integrated control
system was developed to control automatic bending. Third,
an adaptive sampling-based bending planner with collision
checker in a time-varying environment was established and
realized in control system architecture. Preliminary validation
of the developed robot system and its control system have been
conducted both in simulation and physical robotic system. Ex-
perimental results have shown that the developed robotic system
with its ROS-integrated control system was able to accomplish
automatic and accurate orthodontic archwire preparation.

Index Terms— orthodontics, orthodontic archwire, robotic
bending, motion planning and control, ROS

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently invisible lingual treatment has become more and
more popular for patients suffering from a malocclusion.
Since brackets are attached to inconsistent lingual surfaces,
this treatment will require accurate customized archwires in
clinics. The fact is only very experienced orthodontists can
handle manual appliances preparation because of complex
operation procedures and high manual dexterity requirement
as demonstrated in Fig. 1. This preparation pattern would
require specialized skills training and occupy long charside
time[1], but still could not ensure the accuracy of appliances.

Therefore, archwire bending robots have been proposed
and considered as a novel solution to resolve the difficulties
of appliance preparation in clinics. Lingual archwire involves
combination of multi-functional bends defined as the first,
second and third orders in 3D space. Functional bends are
dictated by a customized orthodontic force system designed
by orthodontists. Shaping accuracy of these functional bends
will directly determine the treatment effect, and has become
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a key criteria for the development of a robotic system for
orthodontic archwire bending.

Fig. 1. Typical operations of manual orthodontic archwire preparation in
the clinic[2, 3], only orthodontists with long-time clinical training are able
to handle the manual preparation. (a) Appliance used in lingual orthodontic
treatment, (b) basic arch forming using lingual arch former, (c) bends
shaping of Ni-Ti wire using the electric heating treatment device, (d)
accurate bend angle control for functional bends, (e) bends angle checking
for the designed bends using orthodontic protractor, (f) two hands operate
concurrently with high manual dexterity for bends forming.

Relevant approaches for automatic archwire bending can
be roughly classified into the specific mechanical designed
apparatus and industrial robot based system. Referring to
a metal bending machine, the former approach[4, 5] could
only form planar curvature to metal wires. Adopting the
dexterity of industrial robot, the latter approach[6] could
perform bending actions in 3D space, but the traditional
point-to-point planning method their used made coding of
robot bending actions for multi-functional bends extremely
difficult. And challenge of collision avoiding during whole
bending process remains to be resolved.

In this study, we developed a novel archwire bending
robotic system and a comprehensive bending control system
to resolve the critical difficulties in clinical preparation and
the existing issues of current automatic bending system. The
objectives of our study are specifically in three aspects. First,
our system realized bending for multi-functional orthodontic
bends. Second, we developed a bending planning and control
system for robot operations. Third, we established a systemic
solutions for automatic archwire preparation and accelerated
the earlier application in clinics.
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The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the hardware implementation of physical robotic
system, Section III presents the software architecture design
of ROS-integrated control system. Section IV gives the pa-
rameterization method of customized archwire. Section V de-
picts proposed sampling-based bending planner and collison
checker in time-varying environment. Section VI validates
the developed archwire bending robot and its control system
in bending experiments. And Section VII summarizes this
study and works out our future work.

II. PHYSICAL ROBOTIC SYSTEM DESIGN

A. System Mechanism Design

Mechanism during the archwire bending process basically
comprises two hands operating and kinds of orthodontic
pliers for bends shaping. For robotic bending, it is our goal
to replace this hands-pliers operation pattern with flexible
robotic arms equipped with high dexterous end-effectors.

Fig. 2 presents the developed robot for orthodontic arch-
wire bending. In which, two execution units, the manipula-
tion unit and the gripping unit, are able to perform bending
operation concurrently. Manipulating unit is mounted to the
end flange of a 6-DOF robotic arm and the gripping unit
is fixed on a base. During the bending process, a movable
robot arm will qualify the manipulating unit an independent
movement relative to the gripping unit.

Orthodontic archwires may have elastic property, when
applied bending operations to a metal wire, springback effect
will occur. For the precise bends forming, a force-based
feedback mechanism and a current-based heating sensing
also have been integrated in the execution units.

To ensure functional robotic system operation, a bending
accessory unit is also built, including an archwire storehouse,
automatic plier-changer and power supplier.

Fig. 2. Mechanism design scheme of the developed orthodontic archwire
bending robot.

B. Bending Gripper Configuration

As mentioned above, a complete pair of clinical archwire
is the combination of multi-functional bends so as to es-
tablish customized orthodontic force system. Bending metal
wire into an archwire with these various bends requires the
preparation tools with high dexterity. In clinical preparation,
there will be several types of orthodontic pliers involving

and each of them is responsible for forming one certain kind
of bends.

Therefore, for the automatic bending, an optimized gripper
mechanism is a key to successful archwire preparation. In
the developed robotic system, bending grippers are equipped
with a pair of novel and self-designed bending pliers, which
inherit mechanical features for bends shaping from clinical
pliers and adapt to specific robotic use. Fig. 4 shows the
bending grippers configuration. This self-designed gripper
with the replaceable pliers can cooperate with plier-changer
to select a certain pair of plier heads automatically. Actuating
system of the grippers consists of a DC motor, timing belt
and two pulleys. The motor is controlled by the Maxon
EPOS2 24/2 motor driver, which enables the end-pliers with
accurate position feedback control. This first speed reduction
mechanism can drive a feed screw with the cuneiform slide
block mechanism to control pliers with stable clapping and
opening actions.

Moreover, a 6-axis force/torque sensor is mounted on each
flange of the grippers to measure the bending force for further
bending control. As to the bending of Nickel-Titanium alloy
wire, circuit of a developed direct electric resistance heating
treatment device has also been integrated.

Fig. 3. Bending grippers configuration[7]. The self-designed gripper with
replaceable pliers can cooperate with the automatic plier-changer to choose
a certain type of plier heads.

C. Ethernet based Communication

Considering rapider configuration and better expansibility,
an Ethernet-based communication method has been adopted
in this robotic system. Communication framework was de-
signed as two categories, a centralized control system and
distributed hardware I/O nodes. The centralized control sys-
tem is running Robot Operating System (ROS). Robot arm,
motors, sensors, DERH controller and other hardware units
are all abstracted as hardware I/O nodes. After construction
this hardware mapping network, the hardware interface layer
in the developed control system can provide secure object-
oriented accesses to talk or listen to underlying hardwares.

III. ROS-INTEGRATED CONTROL SYSTEM

A. Overview

For automatic preparation of multi-functional orthodontic
bends, the control system should be characteristic of:

(1) Bends features acquisition. Conversion of the targeted
archwire description files into parameterized configuration.

(2) Bending planning. Generating a collision-free path and
tell the robot how to fulfill bending task successfully.
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(3) Motion control. Commanding every hardware units to
perform bending actions harmoniously.

(4) Information management. Sensing and sharing system
states during the whole bending process.

(5) Visualized simulator. Simulation for the whole bending
procedures to validate the planning and control results.

To meet these requirements, our philosophy is to design
the control system modularly. We laid the foundation on
powerful framework ROS, and designed the control system
in a four-layer architecture, those are, task manager layer,
motion planner and controller layer, foundation layer and
the interfaces layer. Four layers and key modules are shown
in block diagrams in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Control system architecture of the developed orthodontic archwire
bending robot with four layers and all key modules.

B. ROS Foundation

As a fundamental layer, ROS is at the core of our control
system providing effective architecture supports for modular
functions realization, and unified communication system for
information management.

So when developing the bending control system, all mod-
ules were implemented as a set of packages sharing environ-
ments in this distributed parameter system. Data streams con-
taining system configurations, planning and control results,
action messages and hardware units states were managed
via ROS built-in topic-based publish/subscribe and service-
based request/response mechanism. Data types are defined
in standard primitive types or as arrays of primitive types in
the control msgs package.

C. Bending Task Manager

Bending Task Manager layer converts the description files
of designed archwire into a parameterized configuration, and
build tree structure to manage all the bending control nodes
of bending tasks. Hence, first, a proposed parameterization
model was called to acquire all bends features, as described
in the following Section IV Customized Archwire Parame-
terization. After the parameterization, all converted bending
control nodes will be managed with a tree structure buffered
in time.

The Bending Task Manager will assign all bending tasks
in slices to Motion Planner and Controller. During bending
process, nodes data will be updated and managed in time
stream, enabling us to follow tracks of the archwire shape
changing for planning and collision checking.

D. Motion Planner and Controller

This Planer and Controller layer plays as functional core in
our control system. Since desired bending tasks are executed
by the manipulator involving successive picking, placing and
bending actions, our solution to bending actions generating
is, first, to produce a possible trajectory that connects every
pairs of start and goal bending control nodes without any col-
lision of the known obstacles, including shapes-changeable
archwire under bending, then, create and send commands to
the actuators for trajectory execution. Functionally, a three-
module structure was designed in this layer, which are the
planner, hardware unit mechanism and motion controller, as
shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Three-module structure design for Motion Planner and Controller
in the developed control system. Taking Bending Control Nodes as input
from Bending Task Manager, and generating commands to ROS Foundation
for the final trajectory execution.

For realization of bending motion planner with collision
checker, we developed motion planner package under ROS
framework, and applied self-proposed adaptive sampling-
based planner with comprehensive collison checker. Details
about the implementation will be described in the following
Section V Bending Planning.

After generating collision-free paths, control system need
to tell manipulator how to execute planning results. MoveIt
is an easy-to-use platform for developing robotics applica-
tions, incorporating latest advances in planning, manipula-
tion, kinematics and control[8]. Under MoveIt framework,
package robot mechanism and package motion controllers
were developed to control archwire bending manipulating.

The robot mechanism is a set of packages including sys-
tem resources, bending configuration, and kinematics plug-
ins. Physical models of hardware units exported as CAD files
were assembled in ROS defined Unified Robot Description
Format (URDF) and managed in the system resources pack-
age. Using the built-in MoveIt Setup Assistant[9], we inte-
grated MoveIt on robot system in the bending system config
package. And a third-party Kinematics/IKFast[10] tool was
also employed for a better inverse kinematic performance.

The motion controllers takes planning results as input for
trajectory execution. Inherited from the general ros control
package[11], position controller and effort controller for
physical mechanism were established in the current control
system. An action interface to controllers in form of a ROS
action takes in trajectory commands and sends to low-level
interfaces expressing as series of joint angles.
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E. Hardware Interface Realization

The hardware interface layer acts as translator between
hardware units and ROS Foundation. This layer is the com-
bination of low level communication protocols and provides
software interfaces to ROS, enabling applications to access
and operate hardware. And in our framework, this layer
can communicate with controllers through Ethernet. The
robot driver communicates with ROS through a user de-
fined message motion command/command.msg. Trajectories
are streamed to the hardware controllers using this message
type through a supported communication protocol. After that,
robot controller buffers these points and interpolates between
them to drive motors of the robot to desired pose.

In practice, the communication protocol is relayed to
the supported communication types of targeted robotic con-
troller. Currently, in our hardware system, we realized the
driver with SOAP protocol, and provides APIs.

After obtaining interface connections, we can build two
nodes, motion controller server and motion controller client
to establish request-response paradigm for motion commands
publishing.

F. Simulator

The ROS visualization tool RVIZ provides a 3D viewer
for manipulating scene and information display. Additional,
with Gazebo[12], we can simulate the robot in a real physical
world with sensor data and physically plausible interactions
between objects. This simulation have been established partly
in our previous work[13]. For friendly use, interface for
simulator has also been established for bending manipulating
debugging.

IV. ARCHWIRE PARAMETERIZATION

In clinical orthodontic treatment, archwires are designed
by the orthodontist based on customized treatment diagnosis
results. Compared to casts-based or similar methods, digital
treatment uses the models reconstructed from CT images and
adopts modern computer aided technology to get archwires
designed in a visual, accurate and efficient way. What is most
important, this makes it possible for archwire to be fabricated
automatically.

Therefore, before the automatic bending, appliances can
be designed in a computer-aided visualization system devel-
oped in previous work [14]. In one certain treatment cycle,
designed archwire can be exported in defined file format
descripting all the bends features, as shown in Fig. 6 (a). And
in this exported archwire description file, all bends features
are descripted as segmentations in defined data structure as
struct FeatureNode {float len; float rot x; float rot y; float
rot z;}, in which, the parameter len defines segmentation
length, other three parameters defines segmentation direction.
In the robotic bending system, reference coordinate frames
are defined as: world frame {O}, gripper frame {T}, and
archwire frame {G}, see Fig. 6 (b).

Since shapes of an archwire is changing during the whole
bending process, for parameterization, what we need to do is
mapping these Feature Nodes and discretizing bends features

into the Bending Control Nodes with trackable transforma-
tion. Here we treat an archwire as a serial chain consisting
of n links (segmentations) connected with joints (bending
points), thus every FeatureNode data can be converted into
the lengths of links and the values of joints. In this conven-
tion, obtaining the Denavit-Hartenberg convention similarly,
the Bending Control Node Pi−1 and Pi is attached to the
joints for each links and one coordinate transformation T i

i−1

is formed to define the relative pose of two links, as marked
in Fig. 8 (b).Thus the pose Pi of each archwire segmentation
in {G}, can be expressed as: [Pi] = [T 1

0 ][T
2
1 ]...[T

i
i−1], where

variable T i
i−1 is coordinate transformation buffered in time

as a 4×4 matrix.

(a) (b)
Fig. 6. (a) Computer-aided visualization system for customized archwire
designed. (b) Parameterized conversion from exported archwire description
files into the parameterized configuration. All the bends features are stored
in a serial chain structure.

V. BENDING PLANNING

For multi-functional orthodontic bends, bending planning
task is extremely tough. The planning scene is full of line-
shape obstacles, which means it is a planning queries charac-
teristic of geometric constrains with the challenging regions,
such as the narrow space(e.g., during the bending of vertical
or T loops), and bug traps(e.g., depart from the narrow space
or trapped because of springback effect). What also makes
this planning problem complicated is during whole bending
process, shapes of archwire is changing, leading obstacles
need to be updating in real time. So for every bending step,
planner must search the current task space for a collision-
free path connecting current bending pose with next given
pose.

A. Sampling-based Planner for Bending Path Generation

In previous studies, Rapidly Exploring Random Tree
(RRT) series algorithms (RRT, RRT*, RRT Connect, et al.)
[15-17] have been shown to work well for single-query path
planning problem. The RRT series differ in strategies used
in controlling where and how the tree is extended. In our
bending planning, there exists a large scale gap among the
archwire, gripper and obstacles in the environment. When
extending trees randomly, basic RRT will have a highly time
consuming for precomputing the roadmap in the entire state
space.

We believed a better fitting method in this case is trying
to use an adaptive sampling strategy in different obstacles
conditions to lead an optimal exploration. We proposed a
sampling-based RRT planner using a novel exploring node
structure, Expansive Obstacles-sensing Node (EON), which
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can be a circle in 2D or a ball in 3D space, to replace
the normal point-size node, as demonstrated in Fig. 7. The
structure of this expansive node is defined as struct EON {int
index; Point center; float radius; int collision index; vector
obs direc;}, and index, collision index and obs direc describe
the relationship between two connected nodes and can be
used to generate the topology structure of all nodes; center
and radius describe their geometric information.

Fig. 7. Path generation process in a clear geometric constrains environment
boundaries using sampling-based planner.

The algorithm of this proposed adaptive sampling-based
planner works in these four procedures:

a) PlannerInit(): First, updating planning environment,
in which the planning scene (boundaries and obstacles, etc.)
and robot configurations will be loaded. Next, setting the
planning task. Planner will get the start and goal configura-
tions, goal bias and sampling seed, here the sampling seed
represents the default radius of the expansive sample node,
which will greatly influence the runtime of the sampling.

b) FreeStateSampling(): the planner will take advantage
of the Collision Checker() to sample the configuration space
and generate the roadmap in the free space.

c) TreeConnect(): the planner will find the valid nodes
to extend the trees. In this step, ValidPose() and Colli-
sion Checker() are highly relied on for evaluating whether
the selected node is collision free and reachable for robot.

d) PathOptimization(): the optimal path will be chosen as
the final result by valuing the cost, after that a path smoothing
will be required.

The planner is a designed for archwire bending case with-
out considering other general situations, normally planner
will lead a tree extending to the target at a very fast speed in
totally free space and adjust the extend steps in the challeng-
ing regions. Well API supported from Open Motion Planning
Library (OMPL) [18], we built this proposed planner as a
bending planning package, named EONsRRT, and integrated
as a user integrated planner.

B. Collision Checking in Time-varying Environment

For the sampling-based planning, it is well known that a
high fraction of running time is spent in collision check-
ing. The Flexible Collision Library (FCL) [19] integrates

techniques for fast and accurate collision checking. The
advantages of FCL is unified interface and flexible archi-
tecture which make it easier to implement in new algorithms
[20-21]. For this proposed planner, collision checking is
required in two procedures, the FreeStateSampling() and
TreeConnect(). Obstacles in planning scene also can be
divided into two types, the static obstacles and the time-
varying obstacles. During the bending process, archwire and
robot links are changing, which means these obstacles need
to be updating in real time. In our Collision Checker(),
the static environment is represented using mesh models
from CAD software, and the dynamic obstacles, the robot
and archwire, can be represented using a combination of
cylinders for a better computing performance. Transforms of
robot links and archwire will be set in a certain call time.
And FCL will return results in Boolean. By referring to the
collision checker, planner will reject samples in Cobs.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS

A. Archwire Bending Experiments

To preliminarily validate the developed robot system and
its control system for orthodontic archwire bending, we
conducted bending experiments in simulation and physical
system, see Fig. 8. The target archwire is characterized by
two groups of vertical loops and first order bends. A stainless
steel wire with rectangular size of 0.017×0.022 inch was
selected for preparation. Fig. 9 (a) gives executing results
of typical steps including picking, placing, bends forming in
the simulator, and so as to the physical bending snapshots
given in Fig. 9(b).

Fig. 8. A developed novel robot system for orthodontic archwire bending.
(Left) Robot bending system shown in the developed simulator, (Mid)
physical robot bending system, (Right) target archwire for the preliminarily
validation.

B. Bending Results and Analysis

In order to evaluate the developed archwire bending robot
system, twenty times independent experiments were con-
ducted and one of the bent archwires are given in Fig. 10
with parameters measured marked. The width of orthodontic
archwire D0 can be used to judge the effects of bending
control. In this experiment, D0 was equal to 50 mm. And
analyzed results showed the range of D0 was within [48.2,
55.3] mm. In clinics, orthodontic force generated by the
vertical loops is mainly affected by the bend height H1, and
the width T1. According to clinical evidence, H1 is designed
as 6 mm and T1 is 2 mm. And analyzed results showed the
range of H1 is within [4.7, 7.5] mm, and T1 is within [1.8,
3.3] mm.
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(a) Bending experiments in the developed simulator.

(b) Bending experiments on the developed physical robot system.
Fig. 9. Bending expriments including picking, placing, and bends forming
of the tareget othordontic archwire. Typical steps snapshotted from 1 to 8.

Fig. 10. Parameters need to be measured to evaluate the developed archwire
bending robot system and its control system.

Experimental results have shown that the developed or-
thodontic archwire bending robotic system with its ROS-
integrated control system was able to accomplish the au-
tomatic and accurate preparation.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we developed a novel orthodontic archwire
bending robot with ROS-integrated control system. In which,
hardware and software system were designed modularly
with a high dexterous and better expandability for automatic
archwire bending. An adaptive sampling-based planner was
developed in this control system for bending planning. The
developed robot and its control system have been validated
in simulation and on physical bending experiments.

Our future works may include: (1) adapting bending to
more complicated clinical archwires, (2) manipulating using
dual-arm, (3) robustness and accuracy improving.
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